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1 Abstract 

Measuring unsaturated hydraulic properties, including the water retention curve (WRC) and 
therefore the available water capacity (AWC), is expensive, time consuming, and labor intensive. 
Several attempts have been made to establish relation between readily available soil properties, 
like particle-size distribution, organic matter content, and bulk density, and the water retention 
curve. Those relationships are referred to as pedotransfer functions (PTFs). The PTF approach 
will supply data for water and transport models for the unsaturated zone. The same PTF can also 
be applied to compute the AWC. The predicted AWC values can be correlated to yield 
distribution data which has been predicted by remote sensing data. The objective of this study 
was to evaluate some PTFs with respect to their accuracy in predicting the AWC.  Five widely 
used and six PTFs developed with the evaluation data set were selected for evaluation. Seven of 
the PTFs predict WRC parameters, whereas the two predict the moisture content at certain matrix 
potentials, and the other two directly predict the AWC. Accuracy of the prediction is quantified 
by linear regression, by the mean difference, and by the root of the mean squared difference 
between the measured and the predicted AWC. The PTFs showed good to poor prediction 
accuracy with mean residuals ranging from 0.02 to 0.06 cm3/cm3, while the mean AWC has been 
0.16 cm3/cm3. The validation indices computed by the PTF of Scheinost and co-workers gave the 
best results. Moreover, it predicts WRC function parameters (e.g. the parameters of the van 
Genuchten function) on a physico-empirical basis, and therefore, this PTF is recommended most 
to predict the AWC from ready available soil properties. The usage of predicted effective AWC 
data as ground truth observations for correlation with remote sensing data is inaccurate. 
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2 Introduction  

2.1 The task 
To be able to practise precision agriculture it is necessary to describe the spatial distribution of yield 
determining soil properties. One of the most decisive site factors for plant growth is the water regime 
of the soil. It is of vital importance for the plants, that they are supplied with water by the soil. A 
parameter often used to describe the soil ability supply the plants with the water they need is the 
available water capacity (AWC). AWC is thus a soil parameter, which helps to predict the fertility of a 
site. AWC cannot be easily measured at high spatial resolution.  Therefore in the Forschungsverbund 
Agrarökosysteme München (FAM) there is a sub-project where AWC should be estimated by data 
collected via remote sensing. Actually the remote sensing data is used to calculate by correlation the 
dry biomass distribution. The next step is to find correlations between the dry biomass, which is a 
measure for yield, and soil properties, which determine yield. Because the AWC is considered to have 
a strong influence on yield it is the final aim of this project to predict the AWC from dry biomass 
distribution, which itself is calculated from remote sensing data. The remote sensing provides only 
relative data. To find a distinct relation between remote sensing data and the AWC, as many ground 
truth observations as possible are required. For AWC is not an easily measurable soil property it has to 
be predicted by other ready available soil properties which are monitored regularly at soil survey 
campaigns and especially at the soil survey in Scheyern, which produced the FAM data base.  
As mentioned above the available water capacity is part of the water regime. To be able to model the 
water- and solute transport through soils the water retention curve (WRC) has to be determined. 
Measuring the WRC is expensive, time consuming and labor intensive. Several attempts have been 
made to estimate the WRC from available soil data such as particle-size distribution, organic carbon 
content and bulk density. An estimation method that describes the WRC or other difficult to measure 
soil properties, based on other soil characteristics is referred to as pedotransfer function (PTF).  Most 
pedotransfer functions that have been developed during the last 25 years aimed to predict the WRC. 
These PTF can also be used to predict the AWC, because it can be directly, presuming some 
simplifications, calculated from the WRC.  
The focus of this work is to compare the performance of common PTF, which can be used to predict 
the AWC. Therefore the AWC is calculated from data available in the FAM database. Then the 
different PTF are applied on the FAM data and the AWC is predicted. Several quality measures are 
calculated to compare the performance of the different PTF. This paper should help to decide whether 
a PTF could be used to predict the AWC to a sufficient certainty for calibration of remote sensing 
data. 

2.2 Soil-water Storage 
The soil-water storage is a property, which is vitally important for plants. The water supply of plants 
of soils is one of the most important environmental constraints to plant growth. All plants must rely for 
long periods on the water, which is retained within the rooting zone. Not only the water supply is 
determined by the redistribution of soil-water. Leaching of solutes and recharge of ground water are 
likely to be affected.  
In areas where precipitation falls daily and supplies the soils with as much or more water than is 
removed by plants, available water capacity is of little importance. In areas where plants remove at 
least periodically more water than the amount supplied by precipitation, the amount of available water 
that the soil can supply is limiting to plant growth. This water is necessary to sustain the plants 
between rainfall events or periods of irrigation. The soil effectively buffers the plant root environment 
against periods of water deficit. 
The water storage is not a static property. Wetted profiles tend towards equilibrium. Water is 
redistributed in the profile until the suction head and the height above ground water table level are 
equal, if there is no water added or removed from the profile. The hydraulic gradient decreases and the 
downward flux declines. If the equilibrium is reached the soil has reached a state, which is often 
referred to as field capacity. 
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2.3 Available water capacity 
Available water capacity (AWC) is the amount of water a soil can store that is available for use by 
plants. It is defined as the water held between field capacity and the water content at permanent 
wilting point (PWP). Another definition of field capacity (FC) says it is the water retained in a freely 
drained soil about 2 days after thorough wetting. It is set equivalent to the water content of the soil at a 
water pressure of between -300 hPa for groundwater distant sites and –60 hPa for groundwater near 
sites.  The PWP is defined as a matrix potential of –15000 hPa. The AWC therefore can be calculated 
as  

PWPFCAWC θ−=         ( 2.1) 
where θpwp is the water content at the PWP. 
The wilting point has originally been determined as the matrix potential at which sunflower seedlings 
wilt irreversibly.  

2.4 Field capacity 
When the soil is wetted the water is redistributed in the profile. At some time after saturation the 
downward flow of water becomes negligible within a period of time if no further water is applied to 
the soil surface or extracted by evapotranspiration. The presumed water content at which internal 
drainage ceases, termed the field capacity, was supposed to an actual physical property, characteristic 
and constant for each soil. It has been explained by the appearing of a static equilibrium. According to 
the classical definition field capacity is the amount of water held in soil after excess water has drained 
away and the rate of downward movement has materially decreased, which usually takes place within 
2-3 days after a rain or irrigation in pervious soils of uniform structure and texture. In recent times the 
concept, although still widely used, has been criticised. It is an arbitrary and rather simplistic attempt 
to characterise a dynamic process in terms of a single static parameter. The common working 
definition is the water content of an initially wetted soil after two days of infiltration, but the 
redistribution process is continuous without breaks. 
The moisture content depends on many different aspects. For example, two texturally and structurally 
identical profiles will drain quite differently if one of them is uniform throughout all depths whereas 
the other is underlain by a clay pan. The former will tend to drain readily while the latter may remain 
nearly saturated for long periods.  
Various laboratory methods have been proposed for estimation of field capacity. The measurement of 
water content at specific points of the soil water characteristic curve may be the most widespread. The 
determination of the water content at suctions of 60 hPa, 100 hPa, 300 hPa or 333 hPa is common. In 
this work this operational determination of FC is also applied. The field capacity should best be 
measured in the field. It should be decided according to the task which drainage rate is considered to 
be negligible. 

2.5 Permanent wilting point 
In the theory of equal availability of soil-water throughout a definable range of soil wetness from an 
upper limit (field capacity) to a lower limit (permanent wilting point) it is assumed that plant functions 
are unaffected until the lower limit. The permanent wilting point (PWP) is defined as the value of soil 
wetness of the root zone at the time plants wilt. It is usually defined as the water content at a suction of 
15000 hPa. This suction has originally been determined as the wilting point of sunflowers. Although 
defined as a static point it is not easy to be recognized.  
On the one hand the root zone moisture is not uniformly distributed. In one part of the rooting zone the 
matrix potential may already exceed –15000 hPa while in other parts the water content may be still 
high enough to enable the plants to extract enough water. On the other hand the wilting of plants can 
often be temporary for example midday although the soil might be quite wet. The plant response 
depends as much on the evaporative demand as on soil wetness. Finally the plant reaction to water 
stress depends on the plant species. For reasons of simplification the permanent wilting point is 
assumed as the tension of 15000 hPa. With this assumption the water content at wilting point can be 
considered as the water, which is not available to plants and therefore not has to be considered in 
AWC. 
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2.6 Factors Affecting Moisture Storage 
A lot of soil properties affect the moisture storage and therefore the available water capacity of the 
soil. Some of them are easy measurable soil properties. Most authors who developed PTF to predict 
the water regime of soils in general and the water retention curve in special agree on the parameters, 
which affect the AWC. Not all of the factors introduced in this chapter are easily measurable soil 
properties. Although they are known to affect the moisture storage and thus the AWC they cannot be 
considered in PTF. Therefore their influence is estimated by implementing related soil parameters into 
the PTF. 

2.6.1 Soil Texture 

The soil texture is often considered as the most decisive factor for the AWC. This is because the 
texture of a soil determines the pore size distribution of the matrix pore system. The amount of water 
released at a change in tension is equal to the volume fraction of pores of the correlating diameter. The 
capillary equation (Equation 2.2) provides the minimum effective diameter of pores, which are still 
able to retain their water at certain soil water potentials.  

gR
h

w

wa

ρ
ασ cos2

=         ( 2.2) 

Where h is the height of capillary rise [m], σwa [N/m] is the surface tension of water, which amounts 
7.27 x 10-2 [N/m] at standard conditions. α is the contact angle between water and soil matrix 
considered to be 0 in most soils, ρw is the density of water (0.998 [g/cm3] at 20°C), g is the 
acceleration of gravity (9.81 [m/s2]) and R the capillary radius [m]. A soil water tension of 60 hPa is 
equal 60 cm water column. At this pressure pores with an effective diameter of more than 50 µm loose 
their water. A tension of 300 hPa is related to 10 µm and at the wilting point only pores with an 
effective diameter <0.2 µm are still filled with water. 
Clayey soils retain more water, and tend to retain it longer, than sandy soils. Hence, the finer the 
texture is, the higher is the apparent field capacity, and the slower is its attainment and the less distinct 
its value. Of course also the water content at wilting point is a function of texture. It also is higher at 
clayey soils than at sandy soils. 

2.6.2 Soil structure 

Besides the soil texture, the soil structure determines the pore geometry. The pore geometry is decisive 
for the water retention of the soil. While the soil texture determines the matrix pore systems, soil 
aggregation leads to another pore system referred to as macropores. These pores are larger than the 
matrix pores and therefore control the water retention at low tensions. Usually at field capacity most of 
the inter-aggregate pores already lost their water. In a well-aggregated soil, the inter-aggregate 
macropores drain very quickly, while the intra-aggregate micropores tend to retain their moisture. 
Therefore dispersed or compacted soil with few macropores drains very slowly. Air entry and oxygen 
diffusion are thereby also affected. 
The soil structure and its influence on water retention cannot be easily described. In contrast to soil 
texture soil structure is not an easily measurable soil parameter. While it is possible to describe the 
aggregation of a soil qualitatively it is not possible to relate aggregation to a metric scale or at least to 
an ordinal scale. A quantitative description is not possible. Soil structure is therefore, despite its 
influence on water retention never a direct input variable in PTF, but other input parameters are 
considered because they are affected by soil structure. An example is soil bulk density, which is a 
common input variable of PTF, because of its dependence on the structure. 

2.6.3 Clay content 

Not only the total content of clay is important, but also the type of clay minerals. The higher the 
content of clay minerals with high specific surfaces, such as montmorillonite, the greater the amount 
of water absorbed and retained at any time by a mass unit or volume of soil. Usually at standard soil 
surveys there are no informations collected about the composition of the clay fraction. Therefore only 
the mass fraction of particles with a diameter smaller than 2 µm is considered to estimate the influence 
of the clay on water retention. 
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2.6.4 Organic matter content 

Depending on the quantity present, soil organic matter can contribute to the retention of soil moisture. 
However the amount of organic matter normally present in the deeper layers of mineral soils is too 
low to retain any significantly amounts of water. Especially the amount of water retained at high 
tensions is influenced by the organic matter content. This is because when the soil is getting dry the 
characteristic of the surface of the soil particles gets more important than the pore geometry. The water 
still retained is therefore often no longer addressed as capillary water but adsorbed water. The organic 
matter content also affects the aggregation of the soil. 

2.6.5 Depth of wetting and antecedent moisture 

In general it can be maintained, the wetter the profile is at the outset, and the greater the depth of 
wetting during infiltration, the slower the rate of redistribution and the greater the apparent field 
capacity. This effect is usually not considered in PTF. 

2.6.6 The presence of impeding layers in the profile 

Layers differing in hydraulic properties from those of the adjacent layer tend to inhibit redistribution 
in the profile. The rate of outflow from any given layer in the soil depends not only on the character of 
that layer, but also on the composition and structure of the entire profile. Especially the presence of an 
impending layer can retard the movement of water out of the layers above it. The layer composition of 
a profile is usually considered when calculating the effective AWC of a site. The AWC of the single 
layers multiplied with their thickness is summed up until the depth of the rooting zone. 

2.6.7 Evapotranspiration 

The rate and the pattern of the upward extraction of water from the soil can affect antecedent (pre-
infiltration) conditions, as well as the gradients and flow directions in the profile during and following 
infiltration, thus modifying the pattern of redistribution or internal drainage. Especially when an 
impeding layer prevents the water from downward flow, the evaporation rate determines the water 
available to plants. 

2.6.8 Bulk density 

The total porosity of the soil can be calculated from the bulk density if the specific density of the soil 
minerals is known. Especially the water content at saturation is therefore strongly correlated with bulk 
density. Water content at saturation is an input variable for the parameterisation of the WRC. High 
bulk densities for a given soil tend to lower the available water capacity. It is a parameter, which is 
related to the aggregation of a soil. It is not easy to describe the aggregation of a soil in numeric 
values, which can be implemented into computer programs, which are designed to predict the 
influence of structure. Therefore the influence of bulk density is regarded as first approach to take the 
influence of the structure on water retention into account. 

2.6.9 Rock fragments  

Rock fragments reduce the available water capacity in direct proportion to their volume unless the 
rocks are porous. In general soil texture is determined neglecting the fraction of particles with a 
diameter of more than 2 mm. 

2.7 Newer Concepts of Soil Water Availability to Plants 
It has become increasingly clear that in the dynamic system of the soil-plant-atmosphere system, the 
static concepts as “the soil-water constants” (e.g. FC, PWP) are often physically meaningless, because 
they are based on the supposition that processes in the field bring about static levels of soil-water 
content or potential. In fact flow takes place almost incessantly and static situations hardly ever exist. 
The water uptake by plants is not an exclusive function of the content or potential of water. The 
amount and rate of water uptake depend on the ability of the root system to absorb water from the soil 
as well as on the capacity of the soil to supply the roots at a rate sufficient to meet transpiration 
requirements. The properties of the plant, including root distribution or its ability to sustain vital 
functions, the properties of the soil, including interrelationship of wetness, hydraulic conductivity, and 
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matrix suction, and meteorological conditions, which dictate the rate at which the plant is required to 
transpire, determine the soil water availability to plants. 
The soil as the source of water for the plants has variable potential and a limited capacity, while the 
atmosphere as the sink has also variable potential but unlimited capacity. Plants remain fully hydrated 
as long as the root uptake balances the loss by the transpiring canopy. The moment transpiration rises 
above uptake, or uptake falls below transpiration plant begins to lose moisture. Therefore the plants 
loose turgidity and sooner or later begin to wilt. The point at which this condition is reached depends 
in a combined way on the weather, the plants and the soil.  
This concept could not be considered in the determination of AWC applied in this work, because of 
the existing database. This is a constraint to the strived application of correlation to bio mass 
distribution. The yield depends on the real soil water availability to plants not on the operational 
definition of AWC. 

2.8 Water Retention Curve 
If the water content at specific matrix suctions is known it is possible to calculate the AWC. At least if 
the operating definition of Equation 2.1 is used. The Water Retention Curve (WRC) delivers the 
relation of matrix potential and water content. 
Increasing suction leads to decreasing soil wetness. If a suction is applied to a soil it therefore looses 
water. This is true for suctions greater than the air entry value, at which the largest surface pore begins 
to empty and its water content is displaced by air. The amount of water remaining in the soil with 
changing suction is a function of the sizes and volumes of the water-filled pores and the amount of 
water adsorbed to the particles, hence it is a function of the matrix suction. This function is called 
WRC or Soil Water Characteristic.  
Unfortunately the adsorption and pore-geometry effects are too complex to be described by a simple 
model. Therefore PTF are developed to predict the WRC.  
Usually the WRC is not predicted to determine the AWC. It is determined because it is needed to 
describe the water and herewith also the solute transport through soils.  

2.8.1 Parameterisation of the Water Retention Curve 

To be able to implement the WRC into computer models many approaches have been developed to 
describe the WRC by mathematical functions. Several authors have proposed different functions to 
describe the WRC. These functions serve to describe the WRC over the whole range of suctions. The 
parameterisation of the WRC introduced by Van Genuchten [24] (Equations 2.3, 2.4) is maybe the 
most common one. Therefore most of the examined PTF aim to predict the Van Genuchten 
parameters.  

rs
r

θθ
θθ

−
−

=Θ          ( 2.3) 

( )[ ] mn −
Ψ⋅+=Θ α1         ( 2.4) 

θ is the soil water content [cm3/cm3], θr is the residual water content, θs is the saturated water content, 
α, n and m are parameters defining the WRC’s shape, Ψ is the pressure head [hPa]. 
Usually the parameters are used as fitting parameters to describe the shape of the measured WRC most 
accurate. Then they lose their actual meaning. The residual water content for example is not measured 
as the water content, which remains in the soil at very high suctions. Some PTF use the original 
meaning of the parameters to develop their PTF. This will be further discussed in Chapter 2.9 

2.8.2 Hysteresis 

The relation from water potential to water content in a soil is not a singular function. It also depends 
on the desorption/sorption history of the soil. The equilibrium water content at a given suction is 
greater in desorption (drying) than in sorption (wetting). This dependence upon the direction of the 
process leading up to it is called hysteresis. This effect is not considered in any of the examined PTF. 
Still it affects the AWC of a soil. Hysteresis inhibits redistribution. If an initially dry profile is wetted 
to some shallow depth, with dry soil below that depth, the top layer is desorbing, while the bottom 
layer is sorbing water. Hysteresis causes the desorbing zone on top to retain more water, than the 
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sorbing zone below, even at equilibrium. In this manner it retards the loss of moisture from the top 
layer. Consequently the available water for the plants is higher. 

2.9 Pedotransfer Functions 
There are various means to arrive at the different kinds of PTF. Generally these can be classified in 
two approaches. The mechanistical-empirical approach attempts to describe a physical model relating 
the basic properties to the predicted properties. The PTF, which fit into this class, are those of 
Scheinost [15]and Scheinost und Sinowski [16]. The second approach is the empirical approach. This 
is the most common method, i. e. correlating the basic soil properties to the more difficult to measure 
soil properties by using different numerical fitting methods, without presuming physical relations. The 
most frequently used technique for fitting or deriving PTF is multiple linear or non-linear regression 
(e.g. Vereecken [25], Rawls [11]), and a more recent one is artificial network (Minasny [9]), Other 
modern numerical and statistical methods can also be applied (e.g. Generalised Linear Models, 
General Additive Models, Multiple Adaptive Regression Splines, Regression Trees). The PTF 
examined in this paper are not classified into empirical and mechanistic-empirical but according to the 
predicted variables. Group A contains those PTF, which try to directly predict the AWC from basic 
soil properties. These are empirical approaches, developed on the FAM database. The Group B PTF 
predict the water content at specific points of the soil water characteristic. Two PTF of this kind are 
examined. Group C estimates the parameters of the Van Genuchten function (Equations 2.3, 2.4). This 
is the most common approach. Therefore Group C consists of 7 PTF. 
A summary of the training data sets used for the development of the examined PTF is shown in Table 
2.1.  

Table 2.1: Soil property ranges of the calibration data sets used to develop the evaluated PTF. Arithmetic 
means are given in parentheses.  

Reference Clay 
(0-2 µm) 

Silt 
(2-50 µm) 

Sand 
(50-2000µm) 

Gravel 
(2-63 mm)

Organic
Matter 

Bulk 
Density 

Number of  samples for 
validation 

 % % % % % g/cm3  

Renger  0-71 - - - 0-14 - 450

Rawls 1-93 (18) 1-93 (26) 1-99 (56) - 0-7 (1) 0.7-2.09 (1.42) 2543

Vereecken 0-55 (11) 0-80 (37) 6-98 (52) - 0-13 (2) 1.04-1.83 (1.47) 182

Minasny 1-71.9 (27.2) 0.6-53 (17.53)* 10.2-96 (55.27)* - - 0.57-1.95 (1.44) 378

Scheinost 3-54 (22) 3-68 (36) 2-88 (35) 0-64 (8) 0-15 (2) 0.8-1.79 (1.49) 137

*The border between sand and silt is set at 20 µm
 

2.9.1 PTF Group A -Direct Prediction of available water capacity 

In this group two PTFs are investigated which were developed using multiple linear regression with 
the data from the FAM database. In both cases the AWC was directly predicted by parameters of the 
particle size distribution. These parameters differ slightly. Sinowski [20](PTF is later referred to as 
Sinowski or Sin) defined the AWC as a function of clay, fine silt, coarse silt, sand and gravel fractions. 
Scheinost [15] (PTF later referred to as Scheinost 4 or Sch4) derived a PTF for mass fractions of clay, 
silt and fine sand. He additionally used bulk density as an input variable. 
In both cases the regression parameters are determined with multiple linear regression. 

2.9.2 PTF Group B -Prediction of water contents at specific points of the WRC 

Group B also consists of two PTFs. The first one has been developed by Rawls [11] (referred to as 
Rawls). He used a great database of 2543 soils from all over the USA. He developed several PTFs 
with different input parameters. He found that using the water content at a specific pressure as an input 
variable considerably improves the certainty of the prediction for other water potentials. For the water 
content at specific pressure cannot be considered as an easy measurable soil property only the Rawls 
PTFs are examined with basic soil properties as input variables. The approach of Rawls is empirical. 
The PTFs can be summarised with Equation 2.5. 

  borgp DfCeCdUcSba ⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+=Θ     ( 2.5) 
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Where Θp is the predicted water content at specific soil water potentials. S, U, C are the percentile 
mass fractions of sand, silt and clay respectively. Corg is mass fraction of organic carbon, and Db is 
bulk density. a-e are the fitted regression parameters. For every predicted soil water potential a PTF is 
derived. 
The other PTF in group B has been developed by Renger [13](referred to as Renger). The method is 
used for the prediction of AWC in the “Bodenkundliche Kartieranleitung”[1]. Therefore it is widely 
used in Germany especially at field surveys. The PTF predicts the volume fraction in percent of pores 
smaller than specific diameters. The diameters can be related to specific points of the soil water 
characteristic by the capillary equation (Equation 2.2). Renger developed the following equations. 

302.0002.067.0%][2.0 2 +⋅+⋅−⋅=< UCCVolPores µ    ( 2.6) 

4.1         2008.052.0
75.11.4       5.1214.057.0

75.1          1214.045.0
%][10

<+⋅+⋅=
≤≤+⋅+⋅=

>+⋅+⋅=
<

b

b

b

DforUC
DforUC

DforUC
VolPores µ

    ( 2.7) 

4.1         2708.048.0
75.11.4       1912.05.0

75.1          1812.04.0
%][10

<+⋅+⋅=
≤≤+⋅+⋅=

>+⋅+⋅=
<

b

b

b

DforUC
DforUC

DforUC
VolPores µ

    ( 2.8) 

The results of these equations are further corrected depending on organic carbon content divided into 
classes. 

2.9.3 PTF Group C -Prediction of parameters of the soil water characteristic 

In recent times the most common PTFs for predicting the soil water characteristics are those, which 
predict input parameters of different models. The most widespread parameterisation of the WRC is the 
Van Genuchten parameterisation. Most PTFs predict the Van Genuchten parameters because it is 
necessary to find a close form solution of the WRC, which can be easier, implemented into models of 
water regime of soils. The calculation of the AWC is not the primary aim of these PTFs. But because 
the relation between matrix potential and water content is described over the whole range of matrix 
potentials, the AWC can be calculated. Because it is the most widespread method for predicting the 
WRC, seven PTFs are tested which belong to group C. Despite Minasny [9] all authors assumed the 
parameter m of the Van Genuchten parameterisation (Equations 2.3, 2.4) to be 1. this leads to the 
following deviation from Equation 2.4: 

 1])(1[ −Ψ⋅+=Θ nα         ( 2.9) 
The PTFs of group C differ by the database they are developed on and by the method of finding 
equations to predict parameters. The two PTF developed by Vereecken [25] are derived using multiple 
linear regression. The textural fractions as input variables are also admitted at second order to consider 
non-linear relations between input variables and the van Genuchten parameters, as can be seen in 
Equation 2.13.  The approach is strictly empirical. The first PTF of Vereecken [25] (referred as 
Vereecken 1 or V1)is using the usual international textural classes as input variables.   

CcDba bs ⋅+⋅−= 111θ        ( 2.10) 
orgr CcCba ⋅+⋅+= 111θ        ( 2.11) 

CfDeCcSdba borg ⋅−⋅−⋅−+⋅+−= 33333)ln(α     ( 2.12) 
2

4444)ln( SddCcSdban ⋅+⋅−⋅−=      ( 2.13) 
with ai-fi as regression parameters.  
The second PTF from Vereecken (referred to as Vereecken 2 or V2) uses information about 10 
textural classes as well as the geometric mean particle size and its standard deviation These Equations 
can be found in Appendix 7.2. 
Finally there are 4 further PTFs developed by Scheinost [15] and by Scheinost and Sinowski [16]. 
They are fitted at the Scheyern soils. The statistical method applied is also multiple linear regression. 
In contrast to Vereecken [25] the approach is mechanistic-empirical. Scheinost [15] explained the 
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physical meaning of the Van Genuchten Parameters and tried to find soil properties that therefore 
determine the parameters. This procedure is now explained on the basis of the PTF developed by 
Scheinost and Sinowski [16] (referred to as Scheinost and Sinowski or S.S). The van Genuchten 
Equation is based on assumption of a symmetrical, log-normal pore-size distribution. the turning point 
of the WRC, α, corresponds to the modal pore size, and n is inversely related to its standard deviation. 
the pore-size distribution and the particle size distribution are assumed to be congruent. That is, larger 
particles produce larger inter-particle voids and vice versa. Therefore the geometric mean diameter, dg, 
should be related to α. and its standard derivation, sg, should be related to 1/n. Therefore the 
Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are set up: 

gdaa ⋅+= 10α         ( 2.14) 
1

10
−⋅+= gnnn σ         ( 2.15) 

with a0, a1, n0 and n1 as regression parameters. 
The water content at saturation θs depends on the porosity, F, which can be derived from the bulk 
density (Equation 2.16).  

65.2
1 bDF −

=          ( 2.16) 

A difference between the pore volume and θs  may be attributed to entrapped air bubbles which 
prevent the complete saturation of the pore volume, or to macropores corresponding to pressure 
suction heads less than 4 hPa (Durner [4]). This difference decreased with increasing clay content. The 
residual water content, θr, is related to micropores, which still retain water at pressure heads of -15000 
hPa or lower. This is related to the soil’s high surface constituents clay and organic matter. These 
relations are expressed in the regression equations 2.17 and 2.18. 

ClaysFss ⋅+⋅= 21θ         ( 2.17) 
orgr CrClayr ⋅+⋅= 21θ        ( 2.18) 

with s1, s2, r1 and r2 as fitting parameters. Clay is the mass fraction of clay related to the total soil 
including particles with a diameter above 2 mm. 
Similar relations have been found by Scheinost [15]. The respective PTFs are referred to as Scheinost 
1 or Sch1, Scheinost 2 or Sch2  and Scheinost 3 or Sch3. 
The last PTF examined in group C is developed by Minasny [9] (referred to as Minasny). It is 
developed using a neural network prediction. The input variables are similar to the other PTF: Clay, 
Sand, logarithmic mean diameter, dg, and bulk density. The output delivers the Van Genuchten 
parameters including m. This PTF is investigated, because it has been developed with a neural 
network. 

2.10 The effective AWC 
To be able to use the AWC as a parameter for prediction of yield not the AWC of single horizons is 
important, but the AWC of the whole profile. This is called the effective AWC. It is calculated by 
multiplication of the AWC of single horizons with its thickness. The effective root zone limits the total 
thickness, which is regarded on a site. The plants can only use the water in the layers where they have 
a sufficient amount and density of roots. The effective rooting depth depends on the plant as well on 
the profile. The database used for this paper did not contain data about the effective rooting depth nor 
did it contain adequate data to predict it from other measured parameters. It is therefore assumed to be 
100 cm on every site. This is an oversimplification, but it is necessary to be able to evaluate the 
effective AWC and hence the effect on the yield. 
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3 Materials and methods  

3.1 Soils and sampling strategies 
The soil properties, which are used in the PTF to determine the available water capacity all, derive 
from the FAM database. Chapter 3.1 therefore do not describe the soil sampling carried out by the 
author, but carried out in the FAM project. 
The 1.5 km2 study area is located 40 km north of Munich, Germany in a hilly landscape derived from 
unconsolidated gravely, sandy, silty and clayey limnetic-fluviatile sediments (“molasse”) that are 
partly covered by loess. The soils are Vertic and Dystric Eutrochepts, Aeric Epiaquepts, Mollic 
Endoaqueots, Typic and Oxyaquic Udifluvents and Typic Udothrents; the soil climate is mesic udic 
(Soil Survey Staff [21]). The large variation of soil properties (Table 2.1, data set Scheinost) results 
from a wide range of parent materials, the hilly relief and diverse land use (high- input arable land, 
pastures, meadows, non-cultivated reed strips beside ponds and creeks). 

 
Figure 3.1: Map of the study area. The pits are the profiles, where the WRC has been measured 
(validation data set). The Grid  is the data base, for which the AWC should finally be predicted. 

The soils were sampled at the nodes of a rectangular grid to minimize the geostatistical interpolation 
error. To account for the high spatial variability of the soils, a grid edge length of 50 m was selected 
giving 471 grid nodes  (Fig 3.1). The position of grid points and field borders and the topography were 
recorded with a digital tachymeter. At each grid point an undisturbed soil core, 1.2 m in length and 0.1 
m in diameter, was taken with a truck-mounted hydraulic probe. The cores were subdivided into 
pedogenetic horizons and into an additional layer of 0.1 m underneath the plow horizon to account for 
changes in the topsoil to subsoil transition zone. From the resulting 2448 core divisions, undisturbed  
100 cm3 cylinders were taken to determine bulk density. The remainders were air-dried and analysed 
for texture and organic carbon. This data set does not contribute to the evaluation of the PTFs 
investigated in this paper. The PTF are applied on this data set, because the correlation with remote 
sensing data for dry biomass should be done for all grid nodes. 
Following the grid sampling, nineteen sites were selected that represent the different soil subgroups 
and land uses (Pits in Fig 3.1). These sites were at least 11 m apart from the grid nodes to avoid 
disturbing the long-term monitoring activities at the grid nodes, and to provide the variograms with 
lags shorter than 50 m. Pits were excavated and vertically subdivided as the soil cores above. 
Undisturbed 365 cm3 soil cylinders were taken from 132 horizons in three replicates to determine the 
soil water retention curve. Otherwise the pit profiles were sampled and analysed as the grid cores. 
These results provide the validation data set. Only for these layers, the WRC has been determined and 
a validation of the predicted AWC is possible. 
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3.1.1 Texture 

The particle size distribution was measured combining four methods. Three stone fractions (2-63 mm) 
were separated by dry sieving. The fine earth samples were then pre-treated by shaking for 16 hours in 
0.0125 M Na4P2O7. Three sand fractions (0.1-2 mm) were determined by wet sieving. Eleven silt and 
sand fractions (2-100 µm) were determined by laser diffraction with a HELOS particle sizer 
(Sympatec, Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany). The clay content of the grid samples was predicted from 
the laser diffraction data. The particle size classes were given in mass fractions (kg/kg) of the total soil 
(<63 mm).  
The particle size distribution was further parameterised using the geometric mean diameter, dg, and its 
standard deviation, sg. 

 )exp(adg =          ( 3.1) 
)exp(bg =σ          ( 3.2) 

∑
=

=
n
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ii Mfa

1
)ln(         ( 3.3) 
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=
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ii aMfb

1

222 ))(ln(        ( 3.4) 

With the number of particle size fractions, n, the amount of the ith fraction, fi, and its logarithmic 
mean Mi. In contrast to Shirazi et al [19]., the upper limit of the distribution was extended to 63 mm to 
account for gravel, and the lower limit was assumed to be at 0.04 µm to account for a log-normal 
distribution in the clay fraction (Sinowski [20]). The dg and σg were calculated from all available 
eighteen particle-size fractions. According to Scheinost & Sinowski [16] the results considering only 
four fractions (<2 µm, 2-63µm, 63-2000 µm, 2000 – 63000µm) provided almost the same results. 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Distribution of the soil texture of the FAM data base illustrated in a textural triangle. Points 
represent the samples at the grid points and triangles represent the samples at the profiles 

3.1.2 Organic Carbon content 

Total C was determined by dry combustion (CN-analyser 1500 Carlo-Erba). The C analysis was 
repeated with heated samples (500°C) to differentiate carbonate from organic C (Corg). 

3.1.3 Bulk density 

Bulk density was determined by drying remainder of the 365 cm3 cores at 105 °C. From the three 
samples of  each horizon mean bulk density is calculated.  

C
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3.1.4 Water Retention Curves (WRC) 

The WRCs were measured after Hartge and Horn [6]. A pressure chamber and ceramic plates were 
constructed according to Borchert 1984 to be able to equilibrate 60 soil cores, each with a volume of 
365 cm3, at the same time. With this pressure chamber, water contents at pressure heads, Ψ, of 4, 30, 
60, 100, 300 and 600 hPa were determined. Subsequently an undisturbed 10 cm3 soil core was taken 
from each of the 365 cm3 cores. Following resaturation the water contents at pressure heads , Ψ , 600, 
3000, 6000 and 15000 hPa were measured after equilibration in a commercial chamber (Soil Moisture 
Equipment).  

3.2 Prediction of bulk density 
The water retention near saturation is primary not affected by texture but by aggregation. Therefore 
most PTF include a term for bulk density. In the FAM database bulk density has been measured in 
much less cases than the other soil properties. The soil bulk density hence needs to be predicted from 
other properties to be able to consider also the horizons where bulk density was not measured.   
As a first step the database is separated into four classes. The bulk density is predicted separately for 
every class.  
The classes are :  

• A: The first layer of every profile. It usually is the plow layer. 
• B: The ten centimetres after the first layer. 
• M: All other layers with an organic matter content of more than 1%.  
• R: All other layers  

It was supposed, that the bulk density is quite different in these classes of layers. The layers of class A 
were supposed to have a smaller bulk density. Figure 3.3 illustrates that no significant relation 
between bulk density and the depth of the layer could be found. It proved that the correlations between 
soil properties and bulk density do not differ a lot between the different classes.  

 

Figure 3.3: Relation of bulk density versus parameters not considered for final estimation 

To find the parameters which are most correlated to bulk density, the measured bulk density is plotted 
against several soil properties. The plots are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. Figure 3.3 shows those 
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parameters, which finally are not used for the regression. No non-linear interrelation could be 
identified. In contrast to the literature (RAWLS [10]) no clear correlation could be found with clay, silt 
or sand content.   
The most significant soil properties for the prediction of bulk density, that where measured during the 
Scheyern soil survey are organic carbon content, the decade logarithmic of the geometric mean 
particle size and in its standard derivation. As expected Figure 3.4 shows that the bulk density 
decreases with increasing organic carbon content. This is because of the comparable low bulk density 
of organic matter. Organic matter as well enforces the formation of aggregates. The positive 
correlation to the standard derivation of the particle size distribution is also declarable. The more 
different the particle sizes in the soil the more likely there are particles, which fit into the pores. The 
correlation to mean particle size is not that clear. At least the expected positive connection can be 
identified, because clayey soils usually have higher porosity than sandy soils. 

 
Figure 3.4: Relation between bulk density and parameters considered in estimation 

Next multiple linear regression is used to estimate the bulk density, fitting the parameters organic 
carbon content, geometric mean particle size and its standard derivation. Parallel the regression was 
performed with all measured particle size borders as input variables. The regression is done for all 
layers and separately for each layer class. The multiple linear regression is optimised by minimising an 
objective criteria. The chosen objective criterion is the RMSE. Equation 3.5 is the formula for the 
regression which has been applied for the different classes of layers and for the “logdg, sg” row in 
Table 3.2. The missing bulk density data is calculated with this equation and the regression parameters 
in Table 3.1.   

CorgdsgcdgbaDb ⋅+⋅+⋅+= log      ( 3.5) 

Table 3.1: Parameters of the multiple linear regression for Equation 3.1 for all layers 
a 1.5708 
b 0.0459 
c 0.0056 
d -0.0098 

As expected the factor d for the organic carbon is negative while the other two are positively 
correlated. Multiple linear regression with the fraction of all 18 measured particle size classes was also 
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performed. The correlation coefficients between the regression parameters are all close to 1 and 
therefore this method is not chosen. Additionally the performance is only slightly better than the fits 
with only three parameters. This can be seen in Figure 3.5 and in Table 3.2.  

 
Figure 3.5: Results of regressions for different input variables of the bulk density [g/cm3]  

The prediction is finally done for the separate layer classes, although the fit is only marginally better.  

 
Figure 3.6 Comparison of the predicted and measured bulk density [g/cm3] with the functions, that are 
finally used 

The results of statistical analysis of the multiple linear regression is illustrated in Table 3.2. The mean 
residuals are calculated by just summing up all residuals. It is a measure for the bias of the regression. 
The values are all close to zero.  Sigma is the standard derivation of the multiple linear regression.  
The mean error is relatively independent from the chosen regression. It has values around 0.08 
[g/cm3]. Considering the mean bulk density of 1.51[g/cm3] it means, that the mean error is about 5 %. 
This result is sufficient to predict the missing bulk density data. The low r2 values indicate, that the 
found correlations are not very clear. Although the correlation from the input parameters with bulk 
density is not very distinct, the prediction is quite good. This is due to the large number of 
measurements. The found correlation is at first sight only empirical and should not be transferred to 
other soils. 
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Table 3.2: Statistical results of the multiple linear regression to estimate bulk density 
Regression rsquared meanerror meanresid sigma 
clay,silt,sand 0.37 0.088 -2.6E-18 0.113 
all borders 0.49 0.081 -5.2E-18 0.104 
logdg,sg 0.46 0.083 6.2E-19 0.106 
A Horizons 0.39 0.083 -4.2E-18 0.108 
B Horizons 0.38 0.081 -3.4E-18 0.104 
M Horizons 0.68 0.088 -6.5E-18 0.112 
R Horizons 0.21 0.077 6.3E-18 0.100 

 

3.3 Prediction of organic carbon content 
For only some horizons the organic carbon content was not measured (60 out of 2438). In this cases 
the carbon content was estimated using the individual description of the profiles. When it seemed to be 
appropriate concerning the most probable pedogenesis of the respective soil the content of the 
following or preceding horizon was taken. In other cases the mean measured carbon content of the soil 
horizons with the same pedogenetic label as it is given in the FAM database are overtaken.  

3.4 Gravel Volume 
Most PTFs predict the water content of soils only consisting of fine earth (diameter >2 mm). The 
volume occupied by the gravel is neglected. Therefore the prediction of these PTF has to be multiplied 
with a factor. The factor is calculated as follows. 

grVFactor −= 1         ( 3.6) 

Where Vgr is the Volume fraction [cm3/cm3] of the gravel (particles with a diameter above 2 mm). 
To calculate the volume fraction of gravel one must know the real bulk density of the soil as it is in the 
field. Because of its size the particles larger than 2 cm are assumed to never be in the sample cores. 
The bulk density is measured by dry weighting of a known test volume. This measured test volume is 
therefore  assumed to not include particles with a diameter above 2 cm. This assumption is made 
because particles with a diameter above 2 cm are too big to fit into the cores, so that they are removed 
from the core at the sampling procedure in the field. To predict the volume fraction of the particles 
with a diameter above 2 mm it is therefore necessary to calculate the real soil bulk density, as it has 
been in the field. This can differ from the measured bulk density when the soil in the field contains 
particles above 2 cm. It is assumed that the average specific density of the gravel particles, Dgr, is 2.5 
[g/cm3] (not 2.65 because of weathering and porosity). The bulk density of the soil considering all 
particles, Dbtotal [g/cm3] is defined as 
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Where wtotal [g] is the total weight of the soil and Vts [cm3] is the total volume of the soil. Vgr1 [cm3] is 
the volume of the gravel particles, which are considered at the measurement of the bulk density 
(diameter 2 mm – 2 cm). Vfe [cm3] is the volume of the fine earth and Vgr2 [cm3] the volume of the 
gravel fraction that is not considered at the determination of bulk density (diameter > 2 cm). 
The bulk density is determined according to following relation.  
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Equation 3.8 can be reordered to 
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we come to the definition of the bulk density of the whole soil including the larger gravel fraction 
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If we multiply the numerator and the nominator with 1/wtotal we finally arrive at Equation 3.12 
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This Equation can be solved with the data provided in the FAM data base. We do not have the total 
weights of the gravel fractions [kg], but we know its relative weight, which is needed in Equation 
3.12. So Equation 3.11 can be rewritten as 
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       ( 3.13) 

with G2 [kg/kg] the mass fraction of the gravel not considered in standard measurement of the soils 
bulk density, that is the particles with an diameter larger than 2 cm. 
The Volume of the whole gravel fraction can now be calculated as follows 

total
gr

gr Db
D
GV =         ( 3.14) 

with G the mass fraction of the gravel, that is particles with a diameter above 2 mm. So it is finally 
possible to calculate the factor to correct the estimation of AWC for fine earth with the volumetric 
gravel fraction. 

3.5 Pedotransfer Functions 
Some of the PTF are already shown in chapter 2.9. In this chapter a summary of the implemented 
PTFs including the numerical values of the regression factors is provided. The PTF of Renger [13], 
Minasny [9] and Vereecken 2 [25]can be found in Appendix 7.2. They do not consist of single 
equations and can therefore not be easily described in this chapter. 
The following variables represent mass fraction [kg/kg]of the respective textural fraction of the whole 
soil including all gravel fractions: 

Clay, Sand, Silt, fS (fine Sand), fU (fine Silt), gU (coarse Silt), G (Gravel) 
The following variables represent mass fraction in percent of fine earth (diameter < 2 mm) 

C (Clay), Sd (Sand) 
The evaluated PTF use different definitions of the borders of the textural fractions. The borders either 
are determined in the grid data set, or they are calculated from the preceding and the succeeding 
border mass fraction assuming a log-normal distribution.  
The following variables, which are used in several PTF are no textural classes: 

Corg (mass fraction of organic carbon [g/kg]), Db (bulk density [g/cm3]) 

3.5.1 Scheinost 1 (Sch1) 

ClayDbs ⋅+⋅−= 14.034.086.0θ       ( 3.15) 

orgr CClay ⋅+⋅+= 0016.043.005.0θ      ( 3.16) 

bg Dsgd ⋅−⋅−⋅+−= 5.0023.0log68.005.1logα     ( 3.17) 

sgn ⋅−⋅−= 0059.0log17.026.0 α       ( 3.18) 

3.5.2 Scheinost 2 (Sch2) 

gbs dD log026.032.082.0 ⋅−⋅−=θ       ( 3.19) 
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orgr CClay ⋅+⋅+= 0016.043.005.0θ      ( 3.20) 

bg Dsgd ⋅−⋅−⋅+−= 5.0023.0log68.005.1logα     ( 3.21) 

sgn ⋅−⋅−= 0059.0log17.026.0 α       ( 3.22) 

3.5.3 Scheinost 3 (Sch3) 

ClayDbs ⋅+⋅−= 14.034.086.0θ       ( 3.23) 

org
g

r C
d
sg

⋅+⋅+= 0012.0003.006.0θ      ( 3.24) 

bg Dsgd ⋅−⋅−⋅+−= 5.0023.0log68.005.1logα     ( 3.25) 

sgn ⋅−⋅−= 0059.0log17.026.0 α       ( 3.26) 

3.5.4 Scheinost 4 (Sch4) 

fSSiltClayDAWC b ⋅+⋅+⋅−⋅−= 15.014.005.1104.023.0   ( 3.27) 

3.5.5 Scheinost and Sinowski (S.S) 

Clay
Db

s ⋅+−−= 12.0)
65.2

1(85.0θ       ( 3.28) 

orgr CClay ⋅+⋅= 0017.051.0θ       ( 3.29) 

gd⋅+= 007.000023.0α        ( 3.30) 

sg
n 16.233.0 ⋅−=         ( 3.31) 

3.5.6 Sinowski (Sin) 

100
1)5.4431078(6.5( GSandfUClaygUAWC −

⋅⋅+⋅−⋅−⋅+=   ( 3.32) 

3.5.7 Rawls (Rawls) 

5
0317.00023.0003.04188.0100

orgC
CSd ⋅+⋅+⋅−=θ    ( 3.33) 

5
0299.00036.0002.02576.0300

orgC
CSd ⋅+⋅+⋅−=θ    ( 3.34) 

5
0158.0005.0260.015000

orgC
C ⋅+⋅+=θ      ( 3.35) 

3.5.8 Vereecken 1 (V1) 

CDbs ⋅+⋅−= 001.0283.081.0θ       ( 3.36) 

10
014.0005.0015.0 org

r

C
C ⋅+⋅+=θ       ( 3.37) 

CD
C

Sd b
org ⋅−⋅−⋅−⋅+−= 023.0617.2

10
351.0025.0846.2lnα   ( 3.38) 

200015.0013.0009.0053.0ln SdCSdn ⋅+⋅−⋅+=     ( 3.39) 

3.6 Statistical Methods 
All statistical analysis is carried out with the program package S-Plus (Mathsoft, 1999). 
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The prediction of the missing bulk density data, is done with multiple linear regression (compare Ch 
3.2) 
To validate the prediction of the available water content by the PTFs firstly a linear regression 
between the measured and the predicted AWC is carried out. The intercept a and the slope b in 
Equation 3.40 are determined. 

predictedmeasured AWCbaAWC ⋅+=       ( 3.40) 

This is done to be able  to calculate the r2 value along with the  intercept and the slope of the 
regression. To be able to calculate a reasonable r2 value S-Plus has to be allowed to fit the slope and 
the intercept of the regression. The r2 value can only be considered as a measure for the goodness of 
the performance of the respective PTF, if the intercept is near zero and the slope is near 1.  The nearer 
to one the better is the r2 value. The same is true for the slope, but the slope can take values above one. 
The slope and the intercept together provide information about the  bias of the PTF performance. 
When the slope is below 1 and the Intercept below zero, the PTF systematically underestimated the 
AWC. When the slope is above 1 and the intercept positive the PTF predicted too high AWCs. When 
the slope is below one and the intercept above zero, then low AWC are overestimated and higher 
AWC underestimated. The opposite is true for a slope greater 1 and negative intercept. To further 
evaluate the performance of the PTF two additional quality measures are introduced. The first one 
serves to evaluate the bias (qm bias) of the prediction. It is the sum of the distance of the predictions 
from the measured value (Equation  3.41)  

∑
=

−⋅=
n

i
predictedmeasuredbias iAWCiAWC

n
qm

1
][][1

    ( 3.41) 

 
The second one is the root of the squared distances between simulated and measured values (Equation 
3.42). It imparts information about the goodness of the prediction. It serves as a quality measure for 
the performance of the respective PTF (qm performance).  

∑
=

−⋅=
n

i
predictedmeasuredeperformanc iAWCiAWC

n
qm

1

2])[][(1
   ( 3.42) 
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4 Results and discussion 

The results are divided into three parts. 4.1 contains the prediction for the AWC with the FC assumed 
to be the water content at a soil water potential of –60 hPa. It is supposed to represent the FC at 
groundwater near sites. Chapter 4.2 imparts the results for the AWC between –15000 hPa and –100 
hPa. 100 hPa is a mean value for suction at FC and common in the USA. Chapter 4.3 presents the 
results, when FC is assumed to be the water content at –300 hPa, which is the assumption for ground 
water distant sites. In every chapter there are results for the estimation of AWC [cm3/cm3] for the 
single layers and the results for the AWC of the whole site [mm] for the first 100 cm. The first 
contains of 138 data pairs and the latter of 20.  

4.1 Available Water Capacity between –60 hPa and –15000 hPa 
The PTF of Rawls [11], which predicts the water content at specific matrix potentials does not predict 
the water content at –60 hPa. It therefore could not be investigated in this chapter. The PTF of group A 
also could not be considered because they do not calculate the AWC between –60 and -15000 hPa.  
As can be seen in Figure 4.1 the performance of the PTF, which are developed with the FAM data 
base, performed best in the prediction of the AWC of the single layers. The different approaches of 
Scheinost [15] and Scheinost and Sinowski [16] do not differ much. The residuals are distributed very 
similarly and the same freak values can be found in the different approaches. Table 4.1 reveals that the 
r2 is highest (0.68) for the PTF of Scheinost and Sinowski [16]. Here the intercept is near 0 but the 
slope is 0.7 and therefore distinctly below 1. All Scheyern PTF tend to underestimate the AWC. This 
can be seen because the slopes are all below 1 and the qm bias has negative values. All intercepts have 
positive values. Where the validation data set has low AWC it is overestimated and high AWC is 
underestimated. The PTF tend to smooth the distribution of AWC.  
The qm performance indicates that the PTF of Scheinost and Sinowski [16] provided the best results.  
Among the PTF trained at other data sets the PTF of Renger [11] and the first PTF of Vereecken [25] 
performed best considering the r2 value in Table 4.1.  
The second  PTF of Vereecken [25] failed to predict the AWC in an acceptable certainty. Despite the 
distinct differences of the results in Figure 4.1 the mean residuals of all PTF (except V2)are relatively 
similar. The mean residual is always near 0.03 [cm3/cm3]. This means an deviation of 3% in the water 
content per layer. The mean AWC in the validation data set is 0.16 [m3/m3]. Therefore the mean 
residual of the prediction is about 18 % from the mean value. With 14.3% for Scheinost and Sinowski, 
which performed best, and 21.3 % for Vereecken 1 and 2, which provide the highest, mean residuals. 

Table 4.1: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [cm3/cm3] between 60 
and 15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Slope Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance 
Renger 0.04 0.76 0.59 0.030 0.002 3.33E-03 
Sch1 0.05 0.70 0.65 0.024 -0.005 2.97E-03 
Sch2 0.04 0.76 0.67 0.025 -0.006 2.95E-03 
Sch3 0.06 0.64 0.60 0.025 -0.007 3.19E-03 
S.S 0.05 0.70 0.68 0.023 -0.004 2.82E-03 
Minasny 0.10 0.52 0.42 0.029 -0.027 4.71E-03 
Vereecken1 0.10 0.86 0.59 0.034 -0.080 9.12E-03 
Vereecken2 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.034 0.058 8.21E-03 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of predicted AWC [cm3/cm3] to measured AWC [cm3/cm3]. The pressure at Field 
capacity is 60 hPa. 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of predicted AWC at a site [mm] and measured AWC [mm]. The pressure at FC 
is 60 hPa 

The ranking of the different PTF do not differ much from the prediction of AWC for single layers. The 
accuracy of the Scheinost and Sinowski PTF is again the best according to all quality measures. The 
mean residuals are 11 mm and therefore only 6.9 % from the mean of the AWC in the validation data 
set (160 mm). Even the PTF from Vereecken 1 predicts the measured AWC with higher certainty. In 
this case the means residuals are 24.5 mm, which is equivalent to 15 %.  This indicates that the 
prediction of effective AWC is more certain than the prediction of AWC for a single layer. This is 
especially true for the PTF using the FAM data base as the training data set.  
Again all investigated PTF overestimated the AWC at low AWC values of the validation data set. This 
is especially critical, because at soil with low effective AWC water is most likely to be the limiting 
factor to plant growth. 
The systematic underestimation of the PTF developed for Scheyern is less definite. The intercept is 
positive and the slopes are all below 1. This leads to relatively small values for the qm bias. The 
absolute values for the intercept are much higher than for the prediction of AWC for single layers. 
This has to be considered in relation to the absolute values, which are much higher for effective AWC. 
The qm performance again favours the PTF of Scheinost and Sinowski.  
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Table 4.2: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [mm] between 60 and 
15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Slope Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance
Scheinost 1 58 0.67 0.87 11.02 -4.11 3.98 
Scheinost 2 49 0.73 0.82 14.22 -5.28 4.15 
Scheinost 3 69 0.60 0.85 10.57 -5.21 4.45 
Scheinost & Sinowski 40 0.78 0.90 10.96 -4.77 3.31 
Minasny 122 0.40 0.51 16.61 -24.69 8.68 
Vereecken 1 110 0.82 0.67 24.46 -80.16  

4.2 Available Water Capacity between –100 hPa and –15000 hPa 
The PTF of group A could not be investigated. Instead of the Renger PTF, which does not provide 
results for water potential –100 hPa, the PTF of Rawls could be examined in this chapter. Similar to 
Chapter 4.1 the Scheyern PTF performed best. The differences among them are not distinct. Again the 
PTF V2 failed to provide reasonable results. Also PTF V1 and Rawls provide extreme deviations.  
The mean residuals of Rawls amount to 0.062 [cm3/cm3]. This matches a deviation of almost 39 % 
considering the mean AWC in the validation set of 0.16 [cm3/cm3]. The PTF of Scheinost and 
Sinowski which again performed best also still provides a mean residual of 13.1 %: The r2 value of 
0.69 also indicates a broad uncertainty in the prediction. In this case the PTFs developed in Scheyern, 
overestimate the AWC according to qm bias. The other PTFs provide an overall underestimation, 
indicated by negative values for qm bias. All PTF again overestimate low AWC and underestimate 
high AWC. 

Table 4.3: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [cm3/cm3] between 100 
and 15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Factor1 Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance 
Sch1 0.05 0.65 0.63 0.023 0.0028 2.96E-03 
Sch2 0.05 0.70 0.64 0.025 0.0020 2.94E-03 
Sch3 0.06 0.59 0.59 0.023 0.0012 3.11E-03 
S.S 0.05 0.68 0.69 0.021 0.0054 2.76E-03 
Minasny 0.10 0.43 0.34 0.028 -0.0104 4.19E-03 
Rawls 0.13 0.62 0.18 0.062 -0.0663 9.65E-03 
V1 0.13 0.56 0.27 0.043 -0.0600 8.02E-03 
V2 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.029 0.0734 9.38E-03 

 
The prediction of AWC for the whole site until the depth of 100 cm again improved the certainty of 
prediction. The PTF of Scheinost and Sinowski again provided the best results. The r2 is above 0.9, 
and the qm performance is the lowest among the investigated PTF. The mean residual are also the 
lowest. With 9.36 [mm] it is 5.8 % of the mean effective AWC of the validation data set, which 
amounts to 161 [mm]. Some PTF performed distinctly worse. The PTF of Rawls deviated in the mean 
by more than 50 [mm], which is equivalent to 31 % deviation from the mean AWC.  
The intercepts of the PTF are all above zero, but the slopes are below. An underestimation of low and 
overestimation of high values can be observed. The qm bias of the PTF developed in Scheyern 
indicate an overall estimation, but the values are relatively low compared to the results in chapter 4.1. 
The other PTFs again provide negative qm bias values. The intercepts of these PTF are very high, so 
that no limitation to plant growth by lag water could be expected according to the prediction of these 
PTF.   
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of predicted AWC [cm3/cm3] to measured AWC [cm3/cm3]. The pressure at Field 
capacity is 100 hPa. 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of predicted AWC at a site [mm] and measured AWC [mm]. The pressure at FC 
is 100 hPa 
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Table 4.4: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [mm] between 100 and 
15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Slope Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance 
Renger 7 1.50 0.51 61.36 -87.27 24.47 
Scheinost 1 59 0.61 0.83 11.70 4.11 4.49 
Scheinost 2 51 0.66 0.77 15.35 2.93 4.58 
Scheinost 3 69 0.55 0.84 10.30 3.11 4.74 
Scheinost & Sinowski 35 0.75 0.92 9.36 4.97 3.25 
Minasny 119 0.31 0.34 18.29 -8.32 7.69 
Rawls 163 0.38 0.09 51.93 -64.08 19.36 
Vereecken 1 183 0.22 0.07 33.06 -57.18 16.56 

4.3 Available Water Capacity between –300 hPa and –15000 hPa 

 
Figure 4.5a: Comparison of predicted AWC [cm3/cm3] to measured AWC [cm3/cm3]. The pressure at Field 
capacity is 300 hPa. 
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All investigated PTF provide results for the AWC as it is defined in this chapter. Also the PTF of 
group A could be investigated.  

Table 4.5: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [cm3/cm3] between 300 
and 15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Factor1 Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance 
Renger 0.01 0.75 0.59 0.025 0.0176 3.27E-03 
Sch1 0.05 0.61 0.62 0.019 -0.0010 2.51E-03 
Sch2 0.05 0.67 0.63 0.021 -0.0018 2.48E-03 
Sch3 0.06 0.55 0.57 0.019 -0.0023 2.66E-03 
Sch4 0.04 0.72 0.67 0.020 0.0010 2.34E-03 
S.S 0.04 0.66 0.62 0.021 0.0027 2.53E-03 
Sinowski 0.05 0.47 0.44 0.021 0.0154 3.41E-03 
Minasny 0.08 0.41 0.33 0.023 0.0019 3.38E-03 
Rawls 0.04 0.73 0.33 0.042 -0.0047 4.40E-03 
Vereecken1 0.06 0.63 0.18 0.055 -0.1104 1.19E-02 
Vereecken2 0.04 0.08 0.06 0.014 0.0780 8.86E-03 

 

 
Figure 4.5b: Comparison of predicted AWC [cm3/cm3] to measured AWC [cm3/cm3]. The pressure at 
Field capacity is 100 hPa. 

 
The results for the Scheyern PTF are again relatively uniform. The distribution of the residuals is 
similar. The PTF developed by Sinowski seems to perform worse, than the PTF Scheinost 4, which is 
the other PTF in group B. Scheinost 4 even yielded the best results for qm performance among all 
PTFs. The PTF of Sinowski performed worst among the PTF developed in Scheyern. The mean 
residual of 0.02 [cm3/cm3], which can be found for almost all PTF developed in Scheyern, denote 15,4 
% from the mean of the validation set, which amounts to 0.13 [cm3/cm3]. The results for the AWC 
between 300 hPa and 15000 hPa are therefore the most uncertain. 
The PTF in Figure 4.5b yield considerably worse results. The mean residual of 0.042 [cm3/cm3] found 
for Rawls, represent 32.3 % deviation. 
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The phenomenon of underestimation of low AWC and overestimation of high AWC illustrated by 
intercepts above zero along with slopes distinctly below 1 continues in this chapter. 

Table 4.6: Summary of the performance of the different PTF to predict the AWC [mm] between 300 and 
15000 hPa 

PTF Intercept Factor1 Rsquared mres qm bias qm performance 
Renger 29 0.63 0.65 17.00 19.96 6.58 
Scheinost 1 57 0.57 0.76 11.70 0.39 4.30 
Scheinost 2 50 0.63 0.72 14.49 -0.73 4.31 
Scheinost 3 68 0.49 0.74 10.74 -0.38 4.68 
Scheinost 4 45 0.65 0.74 14.27 2.28 4.22 
Scheinost & Sinowski 33 0.73 0.87 10.59 3.13 3.23 
Sinowski 60 0.43 0.38 20.37 16.06 7.34 
Minasny 91 0.28 0.28 16.90 4.35 6.87 
Rawls 69 0.50 0.24 32.65 -2.55 8.15 
Vereecken 1 97 0.30 0.07 41.06 -4.44 10.57 
Vereecken 2 4 0.19 0.20 14.11 102.97 24.67 

 
 

 
Figure 4.6a: Comparison of predicted AWC at a site [mm] and measured AWC [mm]. The pressure at FC 
is 300 hPa 

The mean effective AWC of the validation data set is 133 mm. The mean  residuals of the  PTF 
developed by Scheinost and Sinowski are 8 % of this value. Despite the PTF of Vereecken, the PTF 
introduced by Rawls provides the largest uncertainties. This can be seen in the qm performance and in 
the mean residuals, which mean 24.5 % deviation from the mean value. 
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Figure 4.6b: Comparison of predicted AWC at a site [mm] and measured AWC [mm]. The pressure at FC 
is 300 hPa  

 
The qm bias provides very different results. With the exception of the PTF developed by Sinowski, the 
PTF developed in Scheyern show almost no bias.  
The results for the parameters for the regression again indicate, that the estimation of the effective 
AWC incorporates large uncertainties. The intercept in distinctly above zero for all PTF, while the 
PTF failed to provide values close to 1 for the slope.   
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5 Conclusions 

The prediction of AWC inescapably incorporates uncertainty. The uncertainty ranges from 6 % of the 
total effective AWC until the depth of 100 cm to fractions of above 40%. The oversimplifications, 
which are unavoidable, applied in the development of the PTF cause these uncertainties. Another 
source for uncertainties is the determination of the input variables, which is not quantified. The model 
of the PTF itself may imply errors, especially when empirical approaches are investigated. It also 
cannot be neglected, that many PTF predict parameters for the van Genuchten parameters, which itself 
does not truly represent the WRC of a soil. 
Obviously not all PTF could be implemented successfully. This is especially true for the PTF 
Vereecken 2. Although the PTF of Vereecken is considered to predict the AWC with high certainty in 
this work it provided the worst results in all cases.  
Especially the PTF, which are not developed using the soil data base of the FAM project, generate 
large uncertainties in the prediction of AWC. This result has been expected. The PTF always perform 
best at the data set they are developed on. The transfer to other areas always implies further 
uncertainties. If the AWC predicted by PTF is used for further investigations a PTF developed at the 
data set should be chosen. The PTF of Scheinost and Sinowski [16]performed best. 
In all investigated cases the prediction of the effective AWC is performed more precisely than the 
prediction of the AWC for single layers. In almost all cases the PTF overestimated low AWC and 
underestimated high AWC of the validation data set. This led to a smoother distribution of the AWC. 
The better results for the effective AWC can therefore be explained. The calculation of the effective 
AWC also imparts certain smoothing of the values for single layers. This is because in every profile 
there may be layers with high and with low AWC. They are summed up weighted by the thickness of 
the layer. This procedure must not necessarily lead to a smoother distribution, but overall it does. The 
actual target value is the effective AWC, hence on the one hand this effect can be evaluated positive. 
On the other hand the effective AWC is investigated, because it is a yield determining parameter. This 
is especially true if the water supply from the soil is scarce and it therefore turns out to be the major 
constraint to plant growth. Therefore the sites with low effective AWC are of certain interest and the 
overestimation of low AWC has to be considered as especially critical. 
To be able to apply the prediction of AWC as ground truth observations PTF with less uncertainty 
should be found. In this project the RS data is correlated with dry biological mass. Dry biological mass 
is correlated to yield. The next step is to correlate yield with AWC. This step is prone to errors, even 
when the AWC is measured and therefore determined with much less uncertainty, because the AWC is 
not the only yield determining parameter. Here the AWC is predicted with PTF which itself is linked 
to great uncertainty. This procedure leads to a large amount of error propagation. It is therefore 
necessary to improve the prediction of AWC from easily measured soil properties, before it is possible 
to predict AWC from remote sensing data with sufficient certainty. 
As it seems to be already critical to use PTF to estimate the at least relatively static soil property 
AWC, it seems to be difficult to use PTF for modelling the soil water regime where continuously 
changing water contents and soil water pressure complicate the prediction of the water regime. 
Phenomenons like the hysteresis come into play.  
Another application of PTF is the regionalisation of the soils hydraulic functions. In this case another 
source of error is the distribution of input parameters. The soil texture is usually estimated on the basis 
of soil maps. The fraction of the sand, silt and clay in soil maps is not determined percentage, but only 
textural classes are provided. The uncertainties implied by PTF are not to be neglected in evaluation of 
the model uncertainty. 
The PTF is usually applied at the beginning of a modelling procedure, because it is used to predict the 
input parameters of the model. It is therefore important to develop PTF, which are able to predict the 
WRC and the AWC to a higher degree of certainty. Especially the applicability to other areas needs to 
be improved. This is only possible by considering beside empirical relations also physical relations.  
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7 Appendix 

7.1 FAM data base 
compare file “all.Horizons.xls” 

7.2 S-Plus Programs 

7.2.1 Scheinost und Sinowski 
#Scheinost&Sinowski  
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.85 *(1- all.Horizons$trdp/2.65) + 0.12 * all.Horizons$Sch2 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.51 * all.Horizons$Sch2 + 0.0017 * all.Horizons$corg 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- 0.00023+0.007* all.Horizons$dg 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- 0.33 + 2.6 * (1/all.Horizons$sg) 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKS.S <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2S.S <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3S.S <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 

7.2.2 Scheinost 1 
#Scheinost1 (Sch1)  
 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.86 - 0.34 * all.Horizons$trdp + 0.14 * all.Horizons$Sch2 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.05 + 0.43 * all.Horizons$Sch2 + 0.0016 * all.Horizons$corg 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- 10^(-1.05+0.68 * all.Horizons$logdg-0.023 * all.Horizons$sg - 

0.5* all.Horizons$trdp) 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- 0.26 - 0.17  * log10 (all.Horizons$alpha) - 0.0059 * 

all.Horizons$sg 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha* 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
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all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-
all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha* 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 

# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha* 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKSch1 <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2Sch1 <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Sch1 <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 

7.2.3 Scheinost 2 
#Scheinost2 (Sch2) 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.82 - 0.32 * all.Horizons$trdp - 0.026 * all.Horizons$logdg 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.05 + 0.43 * all.Horizons$Sch2 + 0.0016 * all.Horizons$corg 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- 10^(-1.05+0.68 * all.Horizons$logdg-0.023 * all.Horizons$sg - 

0.5* all.Horizons$trdp) 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- 0.26 - 0.17  * log10 (all.Horizons$alpha) - 0.0059 * 

all.Horizons$sg 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKSch2 <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2Sch2 <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Sch2 <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 

7.2.4 Scheinost 3 
#Scheinost3 (Sch3) 
 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.86 - 0.34 * all.Horizons$trdp + 0.14 * all.Horizons$Sch2 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.06 + 0.003 * sqrt(all.Horizons$sg/all.Horizons$dg) + 0.0012 

* all.Horizons$corg 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- 10^(-1.05+0.68 * all.Horizons$logdg-0.023 * all.Horizons$sg - 

0.5* all.Horizons$trdp) 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
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all.Horizons$nt <- 0.26 - 0.17  * log10 (all.Horizons$alpha) - 0.0059 * 
all.Horizons$sg 

 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKSch3 <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2Sch3 <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Sch3 <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 

7.2.5 Scheinost 4 
#Scheinost4 (Sch4) 
 
# Direct Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm^-3] with the assumption FC = water content at 

300 hPa 
all.Horizons$nFKSch4 <- 0.23 - 0.104 * all.Horizons$trdp - 0.105* all.Horizons$Sch2 

+ 0.14 * 
(all.Horizons$Sch2.8+all.Horizons$Sch4+all.Horizons$Sch6.3+all.Horizons$Sch12.5+
all.Horizons$Sch20+all.Horizons$Sch28+all.Horizons$Sch40+all.Horizons$Sch50+all.
Horizons$Sch63)+ 0.15 * (all.Horizons$Sch100+all.Horizons$Sch200) 

7.2.6 Sinowski 
#Sinowski (Sin)  
 
# Direct Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm^-3] with the assumption FC = water content at 

300 hPa 
all.Horizons$nFKSin <- (5.6 + (78*(all.Horizons$Sch12.5+all.Horizons$Sch20) - 10* 

all.Horizons$Sch2 - 43 * 
(all.Horizons$Sch2.8+all.Horizons$Sch4+all.Horizons$Sch6.3)+4.5 * 
(all.Horizons$Sch100+all.Horizons$Sch200+all.Horizons$Sch630+all.Horizons$Sch200
0))*(1-(all.Horizons$Sch6300+all.Horizons$Sch20000+all.Horizons$Sch63000)))/100 

7.2.7 Rawls 
#Rawls 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <-  0.2576 - 0.002 * all.Horizons$sand *100 + 0.0036 * 

all.Horizons$clay *100+ 0.0299 * all.Horizons$corg /5 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- 0.4188 - 0.003*all.Horizons$sand *100+ 0.0023 * 

all.Horizons$clay  *100+ 0.0317 * all.Horizons$corg /5 
# 3.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- 0.0260 + 0.005 * all.Horizons$clay *100 + 0.0158 * 

all.Horizons$corg /5 
 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKRawls <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2Rawls <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
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#Considering the volumetric fraction of the gravel fraction 
all.Horizons$nFKRawls <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFKRawls 
all.Horizons$nFK2Rawls <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK2Rawls 

7.2.8 Minasny 
#Minasny 
 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- 0.00023+0.007* all.Horizons$dg 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- 0.33 + 2.6 * (1/all.Horizons$sg) 
 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","P2","P20.2000","lndg")],1,function(x) 
   {  
 p <- c(x[1],x[2],x[3],x[4],1); 
 z <- w %*% p; 
 f <- tanh (z); 
 r <- as.matrix (f); 
 r <- c(r[1:4],1); 
 y <- u %*% r; 
 x <- y[2]; 
 x}) 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","P2","P20.2000","lndg")],1,function(x) 
   {  
 p <- c(x[1],x[2],x[3],x[4],1); 
 z <- w %*% p; 
 f <- tanh (z); 
 r <- as.matrix (f); 
 r <- c(r[1:4],1); 
 y <- u %*% r; 
 x <- (y[1])^2; 
 x}) 
#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","P2","P20.2000","lndg")],1,function(x) 
   {  
 p <- c(x[1],x[2],x[3],x[4],1); 
 z <- w %*% p; 
 f <- tanh (z); 
 r <- as.matrix (f); 
 r <- c(r[1:4],1); 
 y <- u %*% r; 
 n <- exp(y[4])+1 
 x <- n; 
 x}) 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","P2","P20.2000","lndg")],1,function(x) 
   {  
 p <- c(x[1],x[2],x[3],x[4],1); 
 z <- w %*% p; 
 f <- tanh (z); 
 r <- as.matrix (f); 
 r <- c(r[1:4],1); 
 y <- u %*% r; 
 alpha <- exp(y[3]); 
 x <- alpha; 
 x})  
#Evaluation of parameter m [-] 
all.Horizons$m <- 1-1/all.Horizons$nt 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
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all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas- 
all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha*300)^all.Horizons$nt)^all.Horizons$m 

# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas- 

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha*100)^all.Horizons$nt)^all.Horizons$m 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas- 

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha*60)^all.Horizons$nt)^all.Horizons$m 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas- 

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha*15000)^all.Horizons$nt)^all.Horizons$
m 

 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKMinasny <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2Minasny <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Minasny <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 
 
#Considering the volumetric fraction of the gravel fraction 
all.Horizons$nFKMinasny <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFKMinasny 
all.Horizons$nFK2Minasny <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK2Minasny 
all.Horizons$nFK3Minasny <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK3Minasny 

7.2.9 Renger 
#Renger 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or Pores with a diameter of less than 10 µm (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
# 3 Equations for the 3 classes of bulk density 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <-  0.45 *all.Horizons$T + 0.14 * all.Horizons$U + 12 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <-  0.57 *all.Horizons$T + 0.14 * all.Horizons$U + 12.5 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <-  0.52 *all.Horizons$T + 0.08 * all.Horizons$U + 20 
# 2.)  pF 1.8 or Pores with a diameter of less than 50 µm (FC at GW-near Sites) 
# 3 Equations for the 3 classes of bulk density 
all.Horizons$FK3.1 <-  0.4  *all.Horizons$T + 0.12 * all.Horizons$U + 18 
all.Horizons$FK3.2 <-  0.5  *all.Horizons$T + 0.12 * all.Horizons$U + 19 
all.Horizons$FK3.3 <-  0.48 *all.Horizons$T + 0.08 * all.Horizons$U + 27 
# 3.) pF 4.2 oder Pores with a diameter of less than 0.2 µm (Permanent Wilting 

Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- 0.67 * all.Horizons$T + 0.002 * (all.Horizons$T)^2 + 0.02 * 

all.Horizons$U + 3 
 
# Evaluation of AWC [mm dm ^-1] for pF 2.5 as FC and consideration of class of bulk 

density 
all.Horizons$nFKRenger <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","PWP","FK.1","FK.2","FK.3")],1,function(x) 
{  
 test <- x[1] 
 if (is.na(test)) test <- 1.5; 
 FK <- x[4]; 
 if (test > 1.75) FK <- x[3]; 
 if (test < 1.4) FK <- x[5]; 
 x <- FK - x[2]; 
 x})  
# Evaluation of AWC [mm dm ^-1] for pF 1.8 as FC and consideration of class of bulk 

density 
all.Horizons$nFK3Renger <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("trdp","PWP","FK3.1","FK3.2","FK3.3")],1,function(x) 
{  
 test <- x[1] 
 if (is.na(test)) test <- 1.5; 
 FK <- x[4]; 
 if (test > 1.75) FK <- x[3]; 
 if (test < 1.4) FK <- x[5]; 
 x <- FK - x[2]; 
 x})  
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# Additions in relation to Corg- and clay content for pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKRenger <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("corg","T","nFKRenger")],1,function(x) 
{ 
 test1 <- x[1]/5; 
 test2 <- x[2]; 
 if(is.na(test1)) test1 <- 0; 
 if (is.na(test2)) test2 <- 0; 
 nFK <- x[3]; 
 if (test1 > 4) nFK <- x[3]+2; 
 if (test1 > 6) nFK <- nFK +1; 
 if (test1 > 8) nFK <- nFK +2; 
 if (test1 > 10) nFK <- nFK +1;  
 if (test1 > 12) nFK <- nFK +2; 
 if (test1 > 14) nFK <- nFK +1;  
 if (test1 < 12) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 > 12) nFK <- nFK-1; 
 if (test1 < 4) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 17) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 6) 

nFK <- nFK -1; 
 if (test1 < 8) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 17) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 10) 

nFK <- nFK -1;   
 if (test1 < 6) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 35) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 14) 

nFK <- nFK -1;  
 x <- nFK; 
 x 
}) 
# Additions in relation to Corg- and clay content for pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Renger <- apply 

(all.Horizons[,c("corg","T","nFK3Renger")],1,function(x) 
{ 
 test1 <- x[1]/5; 
 test2 <- x[2]; 
 if(is.na(test1)) test1 <- 0; 
 if (is.na(test2)) test2 <- 0; 
 nFK <- x[3]; 
 if (test1 > 4) nFK <- x[3]+2; 
 if (test1 > 6) nFK <- nFK +1; 
 if (test1 > 8) nFK <- nFK +2; 
 if (test1 > 10) nFK <- nFK +1;  
 if (test1 > 12) nFK <- nFK +2; 
 if (test1 > 14) nFK <- nFK +1;  
 if (test1 < 12) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 > 12) nFK <- nFK-1; 
 if (test1 < 4) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 17) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 6) 

nFK <- nFK -1; 
 if (test1 < 8) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 17) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 10) 

nFK <- nFK -1;   
 if (test1 < 6) nFK <- nFK else if (test2 < 35) nFK <- nFK else if (test1 <= 14) 

nFK <- nFK -1;  
 x <- nFK; 
 x 
}) 
 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKRenger <- all.Horizons$nFKRenger/100 
#2.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3Renger <- all.Horizons$nFK3Renger/100 
 
#Considering the volumetric fraction of the gravel fraction 
all.Horizons$nFKRenger <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFKRenger 
all.Horizons$nFK3Renger <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK3Renger 

7.2.10 Vereecken 1 
#Vereecken1 (V1)  
 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
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all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.81 - 0.283*all.Horizons$trdp + 0.001 * 
all.Horizons$claypercent 

#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.015 + 0.005 * all.Horizons$claypercent + 0.014 * 

(all.Horizons$corg/10) 
#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- exp(-2.486+0.025*all.Horizons$sand*100 - 0.351 * 

all.Horizons$corg/10 - 2.617 *all.Horizons$trdp - 0.023 * 
all.Horizons$claypercent) 

#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- exp(0.053 + 0.009 * all.Horizons$sand*100- 0.013 * 

all.Horizons$claypercent + 0.00015*(all.Horizons$sand*100)^2) 
 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKV1 <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2V1 <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3V1 <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 
 
#Considering the volumetric fraction of the gravel fraction 
all.Horizons$nFKV1 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFKV1 
all.Horizons$nFK2V1 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK2V1 
all.Horizons$nFK3V1 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK3V1 

7.2.11 Vereecken 2 
#Vereecken2 (V2) 
 
#Evaluation of Van-Genuchten-Parameters for equation: teta <- tetar + (tetas-

tetar)/(1+(alpha * psi)^nt) 
#Evaluation of water content at saturation: tetas [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetas <- 0.81 - 0.283*all.Horizons$trdp + 0.001 * 

all.Horizons$claypercent 
#Evaluation of residual water content: tetar [cm^3 * cm ^-3] 
all.Horizons$tetar <- 0.027 + 0.0094 * all.Horizons$T1 - 0.0035 * all.Horizons$T2 - 

0.0004 * all.Horizons$T3 -0.0002 * all.Horizons$T4 -0.0001 * all.Horizons$T5 - 
0.00028 * all.Horizons$T6 -0.00006 * all.Horizons$T7 -0.0001 *all.Horizons$T8 + 
0.0037 *all.Horizons$claypercent-0.045 *all.Horizons$GMPS + 0.00538 
*all.Horizons$GSD + 0.015 * all.Horizons$corg/10 

#Evaluation of parameter alpha [hPa^-1] 
all.Horizons$alpha <- exp(-1.245 + 0.178 * all.Horizons$T1 - 0.173 * 

all.Horizons$T2 + 0.0292 *all.Horizons$T3 +0.0135 * all.Horizons$T4 +0.105 * 
all.Horizons$T5 - 0.0149 * all.Horizons$T6 -0.0118 * all.Horizons$T7 -0.042 
*all.Horizons$T8 -0.0218 *all.Horizons$claypercent-14.73* all.Horizons$GMPS -
0.179 *all.Horizons$GSD)  

#Evaluation of parameter nt [-] 
all.Horizons$nt <- exp(-0.0066 -0.0147 * all.Horizons$T1 + 0.0404 * all.Horizons$T2 

+0.00234* all.Horizons$T3 +0.0047 * all.Horizons$T4 -0.0414 * all.Horizons$T5 - 
0.007 * all.Horizons$T6 +0.03 * all.Horizons$T7 -0.038 *all.Horizons$T8 - 0.0042 
*all.Horizons$claypercent+1.0322* all.Horizons$GMPS - 0.0019 *all.Horizons$GSD) 

 
#Evaluation of water content at specific matric potentials 
# 1.)  pF 2.5 or 300 hPa (FC at GW-distant Sites) 
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all.Horizons$FK.1 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-
all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 300)^all.Horizons$nt) 

# 2.) pF 2 oder 100 hPa (middle approach for FC) 
all.Horizons$FK.2 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 100)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 3.) pF 1.8 oder 60 hPa (FC at GW-near Sites) 
all.Horizons$FK.3 <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 60)^all.Horizons$nt) 
# 4.) pF 4.2 oder 15000 hPa (water content at Permanent Wilting Point = PWP) 
all.Horizons$PWP <- all.Horizons$tetar + (all.Horizons$tetas-

all.Horizons$tetar)/(1+(all.Horizons$alpha * 15000)^all.Horizons$nt) 
 
#Evaluation of AWC [cm^3 * cm ^-3] (AWC = FC - water content at PWP) 
#1.) pF 2.5 
all.Horizons$nFKV2 <- all.Horizons$FK.1 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#2.) pF 2 
all.Horizons$nFK2V2 <- all.Horizons$FK.2 - all.Horizons$PWP 
#3.) pF 1.8 
all.Horizons$nFK3V2 <- all.Horizons$FK.3 - all.Horizons$PWP 
 
 
#Considering the volumetric fraction of the gravel fraction 
all.Horizons$nFKV2 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFKV2 
all.Horizons$nFK2V2 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK2V2 
all.Horizons$nFK3V2 <- all.Horizons$Faktor*all.Horizons$nFK3V2 
 


